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▶EDiToriAl

Member States have reached an agreement on the Multi
annual Financial Framework 20142020 which defines the 
maximum amounts available for each major category of 
spending. It is now subject to approval at the European 
Parliament and Council this autumn. Though cuts will hap
pen in many policy areas, regional policy is one of the least 
affected areas. 

This decision is recognition at the highest level of the impor
tance of regional policy contributing to economic activity, 
growth and jobs. Over recent years, regional policy has 
shifted from an infrastructure oriented policy to an invest
ment policy stimulating jobs and growth. Regional funds are 
now Europe’s key drivers to refocus, restructure, and mod
ernise the European economy in line with the objectives of 
the Europe 2020 strategy. 

EU regional policy 2014-2020

The new reformed EU regional policy will equip Europe even 
better to tackle the current challenges to longterm growth: 
unemployment, a lack of competiveness, and climate change. 
The investments in the coming financial period aim to bring 
about structural reform. They support key areas for eco
nomic development, which are SME support, research and 
innovation, the digital agenda and the low carbon economy, 
as set out in the Europe 2020 Growth Agenda. These actions 
will mobilise the full potential of Europe’s regions to rebuild 
their economies on competitive foundations. 

Johannes hahn
Member of the European Commission  
in charge of Regional Policy

Innovation is one of the key priorities in the 20142020 
blueprint and a ‘smart regional policy’ is needed to make 
the best use of scarce public resources. The key to this strat
egy is smart specialisation whereby a region selects a lim
ited number of economic priorities on the basis of its own 
strengths and competitive advantage in the global market. 
The smart specialisation route requires a clear idea of 
a region’s strengths and weaknesses. All funding and efforts 
should be concentrated on these to ensure the highest last
ing impact and best use of limited resources.

Europe’s regions and cities  
taking off for 2020

OPEN DAYS 2013 ‘Europe’s regions and cities taking off 
for 2020’, to be held from 7 to 10 October 2013, comes at 
a particularly important time for regional policy. Regions 
and cities are finalising their preparations for the 2014
2020 EU cohesion policy programmes in the next months. 
The OPEN DAYS will be the ideal opportunity for them to 
learn more about the priorities and challenges of the next 
phase of Structural and Investment Funds and to exchange 
views on how to target better those funds. It is vital for 
regions and cities to participate in shaping regional policies 
that have a real impact for the benefit of Europe’s citizens 
and trigger lasting growth. 
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for more than a decade the European Union solidarity 
fund (EUsf) has been providing support to regions within 
Europe stricken by major natural disasters. new pro-
posals from the European commission aim to make the 
operation of the disaster fund faster, simpler and more 
effective. it will provide advance payment of funds and 
have clearer criteria regarding who can benefit.

Since its creation in 2002, the EU Solidarity Fund has provided 
support to 52 disasters across Europe including earth
quakes, forest fires, drought, storms and floods. More than 
EUR 3.2 billion of aid has been given to 23 countries.

Under new proposals presented on 25 July, an advance pay
ment will be available to disasterhit regions for the first 
time. The amount will be 10 % of the anticipated contribution 
(capped at EUR 30 million). 

The process for obtaining relief will be accelerated through 
the merging of the approval and implementation procedures 
into one decision.

The scope of the Solidarity Fund will be clarified limiting it to 
natural disasters and include a special provision for drought. 
Certain manmade disasters which are the direct consequence 
of a natural catastrophe and are a knockon cascading effect 
will be permitted. 

Clearer rules on eligibility will be introduced and there will be 
just one single criterion for more limited ‘regional’ disasters. 
This will be based on 1.5 % threshold of regional gross domes
tic product.

Need for reform

The Solidarity Fund was created in the wake of the severe 
floods in Central Europe in the summer of 2002. Some of 
its major interventions include the earthquake in Abruzzo, 
Italy, in 2009, and the EmiliaRomagna quake in May 2012 
which jointly accounted for more than one billion euro in 
aid. The Fund has been called upon by many EU countries 
to provide emergency support to cope with floods, storms 
and forest fire damage. It is currently involved in providing 
support for the devastating floods earlier this year in Germany 
and neighbouring Central European countries. 

▶ EU DiSASTEr SUPPorT To  
bE FASTEr AND SiMPlEr 

  WhAT CAN WE lEARN FROM EvAlUATING ThE IMPlEMENTATION 
OF ThE POlICY IN A TIME OF CRISIS?

Nearly EUr 500 million was granted to italy following the Abruzzo 
earthquake in April 2009. 
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Assistance from the Fund is essentially for the financing of 
emergency operations carried out by the public authorities. 
Damage suffered by private individuals or losses of income 
is not covered. This financial aid is available to all Member 
States and countries negotiating their accession.

Since its creation, it has however become increasingly clear that 
the funding process was not sufficiently responsive. The pro
cedure for granting assistance has been lengthy, often taking 
up to a year from the disaster until the payment is made. 

While the instrument has been working very successfully 
for ‘major’ natural disasters, two thirds of the applications 
received relate to much smaller socalled ‘regional’ disasters, 
with damage costs below the threshold level. A large major
ity of those applications did not meet the exceptional criteria 
and had to be rejected creating disappointment among the 
population concerned. 

The new proposals spell out more clearly who and what 
will be eligible, particularly in relation to ‘regional’ disasters. 
The rules have been simplified so that aid can be paid out 
more rapidly and the possibility of advance payment is offered 
for the first time. 

▶

WhAT iT iS SPENT oN
The EUSF supplements Member States’ expenditure to 
finance essential emergency operations undertaken by the 
public authorities, such as:
▶ Restoration to working order of essential infrastructure, e.g. 

energy, water, transport, telecoms, health and education;
▶ Temporary accommodation and cost of the emergency 
services to meet the immediate needs of the population;

▶ Securing of prevention infrastructures such as dam and 
dykes;

▶ Measures to protect the cultural heritage;
▶ Cleanup operations. 

Private damage, such as damage to private homes, busi
nesses and income losses including in agriculture, are in 
principle considered insurable and are not covered.

Thematic priority – risk prevention

The revised Solidarity Fund Regulation encourages Member 
States to implement disaster prevention and risk manage
ment strategies. During the new 20142020 financing period, 
risk prevention will be one of the thematic priorities of cohe
sion policy for which considerable money is available to be 
taken up when Member States develop their new Structural 
Funds programmes. 

how it works

In the event of a ‘major disaster’, there is only one single 
eligibility criterion – damage in excess of a threshold, specific 
for each country.

For smaller socalled ‘regional disasters’ it is now proposed 
to set a similar threshold at 1.5 % of regional GDP instead of 
the currently rather complicated criteria relating to the effects 
of the disaster on the region’s population, economic stability 
and living conditions.

The national authorities of the affected country may submit 
an application to the Commission no later than 10 weeks after 
the occurrence of the first damage. The Commission then 
assesses the application and – if it concludes that the condi
tions for mobilising the EUSF are met – proposes the amount 
of aid considered appropriate to the budgetary authority.

As soon as Parliament and the Council have made the amount 
available the grant is paid upfront in a single instalment. There 
is no programming, nor cofinancing requirement. The aid can 
be used to finance emergency measures from day one of 
the disaster.

Commissioner hahn commented: ‘We must be more respon
sive and quicker in complementing the efforts of countries to 
rebuild and recover after disasters… The changes we have 
agreed will make the Solidarity Fund faster, clearer and sim
pler to use.’

The proposal is now with the European Parliament and Council 
for adoption. 

▶ find oUt morE
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/thefunds/solidarity/
index_en.cfm
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▶ rEgioNAl PolicY: 
A MoTor For groWTh  
iN ThE cUrrENT criSiS?

the structural policy of the EU remains a focus of pub-
lic opinion, especially in times of economic crisis and 
austerity measures. the key for getting the EU’s mes-
sage across is for transparent and open debate – and 
the more transparent and open the debate, the better. 
panorama reports on one such recent debate with 
Johannes hahn, European commissioner for regional 
policy, and professor dr michael wohlgemuth, director 
of open Europe berlin, hosted on 19th July at the Euro-
pean commission representation in berlin. 

‘We need the funding in all EU regions in order to guarantee 
a widespread 2020 strategy implementation’, Commissioner 
hahn said.

In the ensuing discussion, representatives of the German 
länder (both from East and West) underlined that they 
feel much safer with the guarantee of the Structural and 
Investment Funds coming from Brussels than with regional 
funds being distributed by the government in Berlin. A rep
resentative from Brandenburg even said that regional 
support is of the utmost importance for the East German 
länder given that the so called solidarity levy for the New 
Bundesländer, which was once granted because of the 
German reunification, has now run out. In addition, regional 
funds were perceived – in both poor and rich regions – as 
an important tool to foster acceptance of EU policy among 
citizens, representatives of German regions said.

Though Professor Wohlgemuth welcomed the reformed 
cohesion policy, he was less persuadable and repeated 
his arguments in favour of focussing funding exclusively 
on poor regions and countries. he highlighted the prob
lems emerging from inaccurate forecasts which result in 
low costeffectiveness of some of the EU funded projects. 

People were queuing to get a place in the conference room 
of the EC Representation in Berlin in order to listen to a dis
cussion about the pro and cons of the EU’s structural fund
ing. The debate was organised in response to a controversial 
study issued by the Open Europe think tank. The paper com
plained about an ‘unsatisfactory correlation between fund
ing and results’ and suggested limiting regional policy 
support to the poorest EU regions and countries, with richer 
ones running their own regional policy.

Commissioner hahn explained that the new programming 
of the Structural and Investment Funds as from 2014 
responds to the call for a more effective and streamlined 
regional policy by focusing the projects on the Europe 2020 
growth and jobs strategy. In addition, the new approach to 
regional policy means that the spending is much more linked 
to specific preconditions, such as the existence of a coun
trywide transport network strategy. A new element is also 
a stronger focus on supporting economic development 
instead of financing only infrastructure projects.

When responding to the objections raised by Prof. Wohlgemuth, 
Commissioner hahn was very clear that a limitation of 
structural support to the weakest regions is out of question. 
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A representative from the German trade unions DGB called 
for closer project coordination between diverse EU regions 
because of the German ‘Energiewende’ (energy transition).

A heated discussion about the eligibility criteria of the Cohesion 
Fund followed. Commissioner hahn confirmed that the criteria 
– which have a key impact on the final allocation – are a bone 
of contention between the Member States. he also said that 
a great problem is to allocate funds on the basis of eligibility 
criteria because the Commission is only entitled to use the new
est available and validated figures. This was the reason, 
Commissioner hahn explained, why in the case of Greece the 
fund allocation has been based on figures from the time before 
the outbreak of the debt crisis.

The debate, organised by the European Commission Direc
torate General for Regional and Urban Policy and the 
EC Representation in Berlin, was very much appreciated by 
the audience for its controversial and open character. It also 
showed that the structural policy of the EU will remain 
– especially in times of crisis, austerity measures and a dimin
ishing support for the EU project in general – a focus of public 
opinion. The more transparent the debate, the better.

▶find oUt morE 
http://ec.europa.eu/deutschland

‘  We need the funding in all EU regions 
in order to guarantee a widespread 
2020 strategy implementation. ’ 

 Johannes hahn – Member of the European Commission in charge of Regional Policy
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sustainable growth is one of the key tenets of the 
Europe 2020 strategy – developing a European econ-
omy that is greener, more resource efficient and more 
competitive. Europe’s regions and the EU’s structural 
and investment funds are now the driving force making 
this a reality.

The global demand for environmental technologies, eco
friendly products and services, and sustainable design ideas 
is increasing dramatically. The worldwide market, currently 
estimated at EUR 1.15 trillion a year, could almost double, 
with the average estimate for 2020 being put at around 
EUR 2 trillion a year. 

The European Union has been making great strides to ben
efit from this. It recognises the need to reinforce synergies 
between smart and sustainable growth to deal with the cli
mate change, environmental and energy challenges as well 
as growing resource scarcity. Continuing with our current 
consumption and production patterns is not an option. 
The EU needs to transform itself into an innovationdriven 
green economy and regional policy as an investment vehicle 
is now a key factor in making this happen.

▶  rEgioNS SPEArhEAD 
  Eco-iNNovATioN AND 
SMArT, SUSTAiN AblE 
groWTh 

The ecoindustry sector in Europe is already rapidly expand
ing. It provides 3.4 million jobs and has an annual turnover 
greater than the steel, automotive and pharmaceutical 
industries.

There is a wealth of evidence which confirms that regions and 
the major cities play an important role in stimulating innova
tion by being the home of industrial clusters, competence 
centres, incubators, technology parks and many other types 
of formal and informal innovation vehicles. The EU Member 
States which are investing most in research and entrepre
neurial capacity in areas such as sustainable energy, ecosys
tem services and ecoinnovation are now emerging as the 
most competitive economies in the EU. 

The EU institutions are already playing a major part in pro
moting the green economy. Between 2007 and 2013, some 
EUR 105 billion – 30 % of available cohesion policy funding – 
has been invested directly and indirectly in environmental 
projects. Of this EUR 54 billion has been allocated to envi
ronmental services such as waste and water management, 
nature protection and risk protection. Some EUR 3 billion has 
been focused on ecoinnovation in SMEs and a further 
EUR 48 billion on low carbon action such as clean transport, 
energy efficiency and renewables. 

▶FEATUrE

The bENET project is researching  
alternative biomass fuels in Finland.

Samsø island’s Energy Academy  
is a focal point in Denmark  
for research on renewable and  
sustainable energy.
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In the area of energy efficiency, some EUR 10 billion has been 
invested of which EUR 4.9 billion for renewable energy sources 
such as biomass (EUR 1.8 billion), solar (EUR 1.2 billion), hydro
electric/geothermal (EUR 1.2 billion) wind (EUR 0.6 billion). 

Key driver of international 
competitiveness

The European Union is increasingly regarding ecoinnovation 
as being one of the most important drivers of its economy 
and its international competitiveness. 

In the new programming period 20142020, several thematic 
objectives of the new cohesion policy deal with ecoinnovation. 
Actions will be promoted to encourage a shift to a lowcarbon 
economy, environmental protection, greater resource effi
ciency, sustainable transport and the development of a circular 
economy.

These are closely linked into efforts to promote appropriate 
investment to stimulate economic growth and jobs. 

In late 2011, the EU adopted the EcoInnovation Action Plan 
which, by improving the market’s uptake of ecoinnovation, 

has been designed to increase environmental performance, 
create growth and jobs and ensure a more efficient use of 
the scarce resources in the EU.

Ecoinnovation is viewed as any innovation that reduces the 
use of natural resources and decreases the release of harm
ful substances across the whole lifecycle. Ecoinnovation can 
be found in all forms of new, or significantly improved, prod
ucts, services, processes, marketing methods, organisational 
structures, etc.

competitiveness funding

The European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) provides 
significant support to regions and their SMEs in order to boost 
their competitiveness. It can be deployed through specific 
measures targeted at resource efficiency such as the 
ENWORKS (1) programme in the UK, which was awarded the 
RegioStars 2013 Prize in the Sustainable Growth category (2). 
In addition, to help ecoinnovative companies, particularly 
SMEs, get their developments from laboratory to market, 
the EU’s Competitiveness and Innovation Framework 
Programme (CIP) provides equity, networking facilities and 
oneoff grants to potentially viable projects. With a budget 
of some EUR 200 million for the period 2008 to 2013 the 
CIP has been supporting technologicallyproven solutions 
(products, processes, technologies) to make better use of 
Europe’s natural resources. More than 240 projects funded by 
the ecoinnovation scheme are already underway in the areas 
of material recycling, water, sustainable building products, 
green business, food and drink. The projects have been devel
oped primarily by small businesses with innovative concepts 
needing early stage capital to realise their growth potential.

A recent study has shown that the investment in these green 
SMEs working in the area of environmentally innovative tech
nologies is producing above average returns, creating valu
able jobs and also alleviating environmental impacts. The 
investment of EU ecoinnovation funds is already showing 
a 20 fold return. Every euro invested has resulted in EUR 20 
for its beneficiaries. Furthermore each project supported has 
generated an additional eight permanent fulltime jobs. 
Converted into cash terms, the value of these environmental 
savings is put at more than EUR 800 million over five years 
while there have also been substantial environmental benefits 
in terms of water saving, reduced greenhouse gas emissions 
and less waste products.

(1)  www.enworks.com
(2)  http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperate/

regions_for_economic_change/regiostars_13_en.cfm

Samsø island’s Energy Academy  
is a focal point in Denmark  
for research on renewable and  
sustainable energy.

The idea for eco-friendly student  
accommodation originated in  

the Netherlands and was built  
in le havre, France.
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▶FEATUrE

styria – aUstria’s grEEn tEch vallEy

Austria hosts one of the world’s leading green technology 
clusters – Eco World Styria. Styria has had a large concen
tration of environmental companies that dates back to 
the 1970s. 

The local business support agency has helped develop 
a loose network to promote green technology projects and 
by 2005, the network had evolved into a wellfounded clus
ter. There are currently, around 200 companies and research 
centres are actively working in the cluster on the environ
mental engineering solutions of tomorrow.

Eco World Styria focuses on a researchindustrygovern
ment cooperation model to take ecoinnovation to a higher 
level. The cluster offers its companies an attractive range 
of services, including market strategy support, innovation 
potential evaluation, R&D partner identification, funding 
services and investor search.

The total budget of the cluster development project during 
20072012 amounted to EUR 888 800. half of this funding 
came from the ERDF. The success of the cluster has helped 
to raise significantly the level of selffinancing, which cur
rently amounts to around 40 %. This includes the cluster 
membership fees and revenue from projects and services.

Eco World Styria and its strategic partners can secure sus
tainable growth for the cluster clients through the entire 
value chain in the areas of biomass, solar energy, material 
flow management and waste and water.

The smart specialisation strategy aims to identify the key 
strategic industries for each region and focus their research, 
innovation and investment strategies on these. Innovative 
activities can range from stateoftheart R&D to innovative 
ideas in construction, mobility, design, energy management 
and business models.

They are based on the comparative advantages of regions 
and can ensure a more effective use of public funds. They can 
help regions to concentrate their resources on a few key pri
orities rather than spreading investments thinly across areas 
and business sectors.

One of the priorities of the ‘Smart Specialisation Strategy 
of Scotland’, for example, is to use the richness of natural 
resources, such as wave power, for renewable energy. This 
industry already supports more than 11 000 jobs across 
Scotland. Finland has recently adopted a governmentwide 
strategy to promote clean technologies (see box).

▶

The ecoinnovation projects which have received funding cover 
a wide range of sectors and activities from omega 3 fatty acid 
production from algae, to pollutionfree leather production. 

The Intelligent Energy – Europe (IEE) programme, which 
started in 2003, has been further promoting EU energy effi
ciency and renewable energy policies. IEE provides support in 
areas such as renewable energy, energyefficient buildings, 
industry, consumer products and transport. Running until 
2013, the programme is open to all EU Member States, 
plus Norway, Iceland, liechtenstein and the Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia. A budget of EUR 730 million is avail
able to fund projects.

Smart specialisation

The EU recognises that many regions have their own specific 
comparative advantages and should focus on these. Indeed 
some regions already have a tradition in developing sustain
able and resource efficient technologies. 

The regional and local context has become more important 
than ever in fostering sustainable growth. Firstly, regions have 
knowledge about the local innovation systems and have the 
capacity to mobilise economic actors towards a shared goal. 
Secondly, they are well positioned to develop a thorough 
understanding of local natural assets and environmental 
challenges. 

It is recognised that there is no ‘onesizefitsall’ recipe for 
the development and implementation of strategies that con
nect sustainable and smart growth. Each region needs to seize 
its own opportunity and can call upon the support provided 
by the EU’s regional policy.
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▶

Sustainable energy –  
Energy efficiency in housing

During the next funding period, all regions will have to invest 
a significant amount of ERDF funding in sustainable energy. 
In addition, under the new programme there will be no restric
tions on investing in energy efficiency in housing (currently 
limited to 4 % of the ERDF). 

Cities which account for 70 %80 % of all greenhouse gas 
emissions are a vital area for introducing more sustainable 
solutions in mobility, energy and waste systems.

Many cities are already experimenting with new approaches 
and early adopters of greening strategies are already witness
ing their positive impacts. 

Success in bringing about this shift to a lowcarbon and 
resource efficient economy based on innovation will be deter
mined to a great extent by decisions made at the regional and 
city levels.

▶find oUt morE 
Connecting Smart and Sustainable Growth through  
Smart Specialisation: 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/
presenta/green_growth/greengrowth.pdf

During the first two years of the programme (20122013) the 
focus was on the promotion of clean energy, energy efficiency 
(using ICT) and an environmentally friendly mining industry as 
pilot sectors, in addition to developing an operating environment 
that supports the growth of cleantech business in general. Public 
procurement will be used to support the adoption of new clean
tech solutions. In 2011, public procurement in Finland amounted 
to EUR 32.5 billion. By the end of 2013, the aim is to have at 
least 1 % of public procurement, i.e. EUR 325 million worth, to 
support the home market references of cleantech businesses 
aiming to go international. 

The programme aims to promote the emergence of 56 sig
nificant centres of expertise in the cleantech sector, especially 
in the field of clean energy and energy efficiency. In addition, 
the possibility of establishing a centre of expertise focusing 
on specific fields, for example wind power, is being examined. 
The government is also promoting the internationalisation of 
SMEs, especially in growing markets: China, India, Russia and 
Brazil. The aim is to assist 80 new companies to access interna
tional markets by the end of 2018.

▶

finland – targEts clEantEch  
spEcialisation at national lEvEl

Globally, cleantech is one of the fastestgrowing sectors. The size 

of the global markets is around EUR 1 600 billion (around 6 % of 

global GDP), with an annual growth rate of nearly 10 %. 

In 2011, Finland had over 2 000 companies operating in the 
cleantech sector. Their combined turnover (EUR 20.6 billion) 
accounted for 10.9 % of GDP and achieved 10.6 % growth on the 
previous year. The value of Finland’s cleantech exports is around 
EUR 12 billion, nearly 20 % of all Finnish exports.

In February 2012, the Finnish Government launched a Strategic 
Programme for Cleantech with the aim of making clean technol
ogy one of Finland’s economic policy priorities. 

Its goal is to prompt the creation of 40 000 jobs within the clean
tech sector in Finland by 2020, and to double the total turnover 
of cleantech businesses from approximately EUR 20 billion to 
EUR 40 billion by 2018.

Strengths of the Finnish cleantech sector include the production 
of clean energy, energyefficiency of manufacturing and build
ings, resourceefficient industrial processes, water treatment 
and waste management and recycling. Measures in the Clean 
Energy programme include reducing the use of coal, natural gas 
and imported electricity and increasing the use of wind, solar 
and bioenergy, improving energy efficiency and generating new 
businesses, transforming the vehicle stock into electric vehicles, 
and creating incentives.

Part of the strategy is to create the best domestic market for 
Finland’s cleantech companies and helping to spur business 
growth through internationalisation.
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the opEn days University is an important feature of 
the 11th European week of regions and cities in october. 
it will help focus thinking on new academic research 
being undertaken on regional and urban development.

Under the umbrella of the OPEN DAYS University, a series of 
workshops are being organised to enable academics, prac
titioners, EU officials and other interested participants to 
exchange views and test new academic concepts in the field 
of regional and urban policies.

A selected number of renowned academics and researchers 
in the field of EU cohesion policy and related policy fields 
from different European countries have been invited to hold 
lectures and participate in chaired panels focused on the 
third thematic priority of OPEN DAYS 2013: ‘Challenges and 
solutions’.

‘Academia has an important role in the regional policy devel
opment process, in particular through improved under
standing of territories, recognising their strengths and their 
governance specificities’, says Professor Eduarda Marques 
da Costa of lisbon University. ‘It also promotes large con
ceptual and methodological discussions that are integrated 
in policymaking and policy implementation. Academics 
develop applied research relating to impact assessment and 
other ex-ante evaluation studies and also participate in 
advanced research of specific thematic update in the con
text of 20142020.’

Master class

For the first time during the OPEN DAYS University, a Master 
Class is being prepared in partnership with the Regional 
Studies Association. It will consist of a series of seminars for 
77 selected PhD students/early career researchers in the 
field of regional and urban policy. The participants will come 
from both EU and nonEU countries.

▶ oPEN DAYS UNivErSiTY
  MASTER ClASS ON ThE lONG-TERM PICTURE  

OF COhESION POlICY

The opening Master Class session will focus on the 2014
2020 outlook for EU cohesion policy. Under the theme 
‘EU cohesion policy: economic context, governance chal
lenges and outlook’ it will recall the history, rationale and 
context which led to the current set of reforms.

The interventions will examine the policy impact of the eco
nomic and social changes taking place at a global level and 
discuss: 

 ▶  Where are the new opportunities in a changing global 
economy? Are there new spatial concentration forces? 
 ▶  What is the new role of different levels of government in 
delivering recovery and the Europe 2020 strategy? 
 ▶  What has changed in terms of territory, space and politics 
since 2008 and what does it mean for the future of EU 
cohesion policy?

Special guests for the Master Class will be Professor Eduarda 
Marques da Costa of lisbon University, Professor John 
Bachtler of the European Policies Research Centres at the 
University of Strathclyde in Scotland and Professor Phil 
McCann, University of Groningen, the Netherlands.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

▶ find oUt morE
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/conferences/ 
od2013/od_university.cfm
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▶
▶

Prof. Eduarda Marques da Costa, Institute of Geography 
and Spatial Planning, University of Lisbon

In the last decades, European regional policy has been crucial in promoting cohesion and devel
opment in an enlarging territory. The relevance and effectiveness of policies in different countries 
and regions highlights the importance of structured diagnosis and integrative territorial approaches 
which are considered in the EU’s orientations.

In fact, the challenges are now quite different. They demand a flexible, multilevel and multi
dimensional approach. When we look at low density areas, for example, we notice that the prob
lems haven’t changed so much (e.g. ageing processes or a large dependency on public services 
to ensure employment and a convergence process). But regional development theories and regional 
convergence policies have been changing in line with territorial approaches, and finding answers 
to the new challenges and paradigms. 

The same logic is valid in urban territories where some fundamental weaknesses still prevail, 
or are even more intense, due to landuse pressures or environmental conflicts. The relevance of 
these problems is now exacerbated in the enlarged cities, given the context of climate change 
and new energy and natural resources challenges. 

Future regional policy post2020, will also face intensive global challenges with large impacts in 
cities and less urbanised territories, affecting the social cohesion of the European regions. In this 
context, academia should narrow its relation with the policymaking process, enlarging theoretical 
and methodological debates to improve the territorialisation of European policies.

Prof. Henrik Halkier, Professor of Regional and Tourism 
Studies, Aalborg University, Denmark

Given the pathdependent nature of policymaking, the risk of the same measures being applied 
across dissimilar regions in Europe is obvious, especially with regard to EU programmes which by 
the nature of things have to comply with a standardised set of rules and regulations. By demon
strating the placespecific character of development issues, academia can make an important 
contribution to making policyinterventions more relevant, effective and efficient.

For many good reasons great emphasis is being placed on increasing the impact of policy 
interventions through monitoring and evaluation. These efforts are limited by theoretical under
standings of causal relationships in development processes and, indeed, the data available to 
policymakers. Academia can make a contribution by furthering the theoretical understanding of 
development processes and developing new ways of assessing the impact of public interventions.

Two key issues post2020 that should be taken more into account in the longterm development 
of regional policy in Europe are:
▶  The growing importance within innovation of the combination of different types of knowledge 

and, indeed, bringing different social practices together across existing boundaries. While 
traditional R&D laboratorytype activities will of course remain important, the broader issues 
of innovation within and across organisations need to be addressed, also with regard to private 
and public services, and, indeed, in relation to lagging regions and localities.

▶  The importance of extraregional links of firms and public institutions must be acknowledged 
so that local firms can be supported in working with, for example, the most relevant knowledge 
institution, no matter whether it is situated in their own region, country or continent. 
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▶ ErDF iN ThE  
hoUSiNg SEcTor

  FUNDING AChIEvES ‘TANGIBlE  
AND POSITIvE’ BENEFITS

a new study on the Erdf-supported housing inter-
ventions in the 2007-2013 programming period points 
to a positive effect on a number of fronts. with such 
complex and diverse issues to deal with across the EU, 
future action should target an integrated approach 
combined with an effective framework and more 
active involvement at all levels of government.

For more than 20 years the EU has been supporting urban 
regeneration and the city environment through a variety 
of programmes. Since 2007 resources from the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) have been explicitly 
allowed for housing interventions.

Indeed the 20072013 period saw the mainstreaming of the 
‘urban dimension’ in cohesion policy, as a result of which all 
urban areas have become potential beneficiaries of EU 
Structural and Investment Funds.

At the initiative of the European Parliament an EUwide study (1) 
has been undertaken to assess how the ERDF has been used 
in some of the first housing projects in the 20072013 fund
ing period, and to identify its most effective role in the future. 

 
tallinn, Estonia
Energy saving in social housing
Tallinn has utilised ERDF to renew both its social housing pro
vision and its children’s homes. A total of nine highly energy 
efficient buildings are being newly constructed, located in differ
ent parts of the city, providing a better living environment for 
residents, and allowing a higher quality level of social support 
within the buildings. 

la forEt, francE
Fighting fuel poverty in deprived area
This project is rehabilitating 446 social housing flats (eight build
ings built in 19651970) with high energy consumption. The 
project aims to combat fuel poverty and rehabilitate a socially 
deprived neighbourhood. They are being converted into low
consumption flats which will improve the quality of life and safety 
of residents as well as the image of the neighbourhood. 

▶

ErDF-supported housing projects in Tallinn,  
Estonia (above and below).

(1)  housing investments supported by the European Regional Development Fund 
20072013, housing in sustainable urban regeneration.
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EU housing problems

Across the EU, significant challenges remain in dealing 
with poor quality, unaffordable and low energy efficiency 
housing. Such problems tend to be deepseated and com
plex, but differ considerably between Member States. 

housing problems in Western European cities are often 
focussed in highrise building blocks, stemming from poor 
materials and design problems. The resulting problems are 
centred on deteriorated areas at the edge of the cities or 
traditionally built inner city areas.

From 2007, the ‘new Member States’, which had joined the EU 
in 2004 or after, were able to use the ERDF to fund housing
related projects. These countries feature large postwar hous
ing estates which are seen as major urban problems. According 
to the study, without comprehensive intervention many estates 
would quickly deteriorate, creating both ghettoes for the urban 
poor and large demand for suburban singlefamily housing.

Since 2009, all EU Member States have been able to use 
ERDF funds for investments related to energy efficiency or 
renewable energy. 

integrated approach

In addition to a literature and policy review, ten ERDF
supported housing interventions were examined in detail as 
part of the study. The analysis showed how the ERDF has fos
tered integrated approaches addressing the housing, energy 
and socioeconomic needs of deprived communities.

The ERDF housing interventions demonstrated tangible and 
positive benefits in particular in terms of energy efficiency 
and lower energy bills. Stakeholders were also relatively posi
tive about the impacts of the projects on related aspects such 
as job creation and health.

however, only a few projects managed to address all of 
these three issues at the same time. Some of them were in 
practice ‘onedimensional’, aiming just for energy improve
ments; other projects included some social elements. It found 
that projects are more effective when tackled as an inte
grated response and when national policies encourage ERDF 
schemes to be linked to other interventions. local and 
regional political leadership can be an important factor too.

It is important to note that ERDF is not the only source of 
European funding for housing. The European Investment 
Bank (EIB) has provided loanbased financial support to 

housing in the EU for some time. This financial support 
is used for urban regeneration, within which social housing 
is an important aspect.

conclusions

The overall conclusion from this study is that funding hous
ing schemes through ERDF makes a positive difference on 
a number of fronts. There is in practice a variety of housing 
intervention approaches that can achieve a range of real 
and tangible impacts. Energy efficiencyrelated interven
tions are often very positive from a social perspective as 
they help to reduce energy bills.

The ERDF has achieved much in terms of tackling the issue 
of housing and energy affordability. Most of the projects 
either directly or indirectly provide residents with financial 
assistance to help them afford, for instance, new windows 
or roof insulation.

There are a wide variety of issues that affect the extent 
to which ERDF housing projects support more deprived 
communities. These issues suggest that specific measures 
need to be in place to help those lowest income households 
to access ERDFsupported activity.

While housing remains the responsibility of EU Member 
States, an important role can be played by the ERDF in pro
moting sustainable housing to help reduce energy consump
tion and move towards a lowcarbon economy, and also to 
help promote social inclusion.

housingrelated interventions should take place using an inte
grated approach, seeking to address economic, social and 
environmental challenges. For example while the goal of an 
energy efficiency intervention is primarily to reduce the level 
of energy usage in individual buildings, it is advisable that 
certain other problems of deprived neighbourhoods are taken 
into account simultaneously with the energy dimension. 

The study concludes that this effort can be more successful 
in the next funding period if the flexibility of 20142020 
cohesion policy legislation is combined with an effective 
framework, forward planning and active involvement at all 
levels of government.

▶find oUt morE 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/
studies/pdf/housing/2013_housing_study.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/information/studies/
index_en.cfm#1
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▶ EUroPEAN groUPiNg oF 
TErriToriAl cooPErATioN 

  ClARIFICATION AND SIMPlIFICATION FOR 
ThE lEGAl INSTRUMENT CREATED IN 2006

seven years after receiving approval, the regulation on 
the European grouping of territorial cooperation (Egtc) 
is being amended and a number of clarifications and 
simplifications will make its use even more attractive. 

When Jan Olbrycht, the European Parliament Rapporteur in 
2006, explained what an EGTC is, he just said: ‘An EGTC is 
an EGTC!’ But what was thought to give flexibility to Member 
States is now perceived as not clear enough.

In some Member States, when adopting national rules to 
implement the EU Regulation, the EGTC was assimilated into 
existing legal bodies – the ‘syndicat mixte’ in France or 
‘Zweckverband’ in Germany, both public bodies, or to a non
profit association under private law, etc – and the amended 
Regulation will continue to keep the choice open to grant to 
an EGTC a public or private law status. But what is the cur
rent situation of the at least 35 EGTCs set up (1), covering 
19 Member States, involving more than 650 local and 
regional authorities/bodies, and having an impact on the 
lives of some 30 million European citizens in border regions?

A legal instrument for sub-national 
authorities and bodies

Member States and central authorities can cooperate on 
the basis of their sovereignty. Regional and local authorities 
or other public bodies may cooperate within a Member State: 
local authorities set up a joint body to manage public trans
port, waste, energy, water, culture, etc. The starting point 
for the EGTC Regulation is simple: what such subnational 
bodies are normally allowed to do within a national context, 
they should be allowed to also do across borders inside 
the European Union. Such cooperation should be normal in 

a Union and 20 years after the introduction of the Single 
Market. In 1980 the Council of Europe proposed an Outline 
Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation (2) between Terri
torial Communities or Authorities, but many Member States 
have not ratified the relevant Convention or its three addi
tional Protocols, or concluded bi/trilateral agreements 
with their neighbours. With the revision of the EGTC Regu
lation, which was largely adopted by the colegislators, 
such cooperation will also explicitly be possible across the 
external borders of the EU: for example, between France 
and Switzerland, between outermost regions and their neigh
bours (third countries or overseas countries and territories), 
and between Poland, lithuania and Kaliningrad.

Faster and simpler approval mechanism

Still, some Member States consider such cooperation as 
foreign policy, even inside the Union, and had insisted on 
a heavy approval procedure. The period of three months to 
approve the participation of an authority/body in an EGTC 
and Convention and Statutes was far exceeded. The revision 
allows for a period of six months and if a Member State has 
not sent reasoned observations by the end of this period, 
the approval is considered to be tacitly given. however, this 
does not apply to the Member State where the EGTC will be 
registered as a legal body. 

Another important clarification concerns the Statutes, i.e. the 
document setting out the practical internal working arrange
ments. Previously Member States were allowed to assess the 
Statues completely alongside the Convention. Now, they are 
only allowed to assess whether the Statutes are in line with 
the Convention (the founding document). A lighter approval 
procedure has been established, under certain conditions, 
when the only amendment to a Convention already approved 
is the adhesion of new members.

(1)  As of early July 2013, the Committee of the Regions was aware of 37 EGTCs 
set up: https://portal.cor.europa.eu/egtc/enUS/Register/Pages/welcome.aspx

(2)  http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/Quevoulezvous.asp?Cl=ENG&NT=106
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broader scope for EgTcs

The revisions make clearer that the EGTC instrument can 
facilitate and promote territorial cooperation, and carry out 
specific territorial cooperation actions primarily – but not 
exclusively – under the European territorial cooperation (ETC) 
goal. To quote the Committee of Regions: ‘The EGTC offers 
“the possibility of involving different institutional levels 
in a single cooperative structure”, and thus “opens up the 
prospect of new forms of multilevel governance, enabling 
European regional and local authorities to become driving 
forces in drawing up and implementing EU policy, helping 
to make European governance more open, participatory, 
democratic, accountable and transparent.”’ 

Only one EGTC so far is set up as managing authority of an 
ETC programme (Grande Région – crossborder cooperation 
around luxembourg). Some concern networks, whilst most 
cover smaller or larger territories on internal borders which 
develop a joint strategy and then make use of different 
ETC programmes or other EU programmes which require 
cooperation (e.g. life+ or Erasmus for Entrepreneurs) for 
individual project applications. In the future, EGTCs may also 
implement only part of a programme, be it under ETC or 
interregional cooperation under the Investment for Growth 
and Jobs (IGJ) goal, or even both (e.g. to implement an 
Integrated Territorial Investment or a Joint Action Plan draw
ing from ETC for the governance and from the IGJ for the 
investments in infrastructure and people).

clearer rules for implementation

EGTCs will be able to set up and manage infrastructure and 
services. In this context, the EGTC’s Assembly may define 
the terms and conditions of the use of the infrastructure or 
a service of general economic interest including the tariffs 
and fees to be paid by the users. National rules applicable 
to these activities will be listed on the Convention giving 
more legal transparency to the users. 

The settingup of some EGTCs was delayed by legal issues 
applicable to its staff and some EGTCs were set up without 
their own staff. A joint declaration attached to the amend
ing Regulation will clarify the interpretation of what EGTCs 
are allowed to establish in their Convention. The starting 
point is the choice of the EGTC itself. On the basis of the 
options laid down in the Convention, the individual EGTC 
staff member will still be free to choose one of the options 
offered: private law or public law which in principle shall be 
of the country where he or she actually works, regardless 
of where the EGTC is registered. EGTC are also given a more 
prominent role in the whole legislative package and specific 
provisions are covered both in the Common Provisions 
Regulations and the ETC Regulations, thus encouraging this 
instrument, which will prove its added value and maturity 
in the next programming period.

▶find oUt morE 
INTERACT EGTC handbook: 
www.interact-eu.net/news_publications/
new_egtc_handbook/174/1547
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▶ cAPAciTY bUilDiNg 
  DEvElOPING ThE SKIllS AND CAPACITY TO FUllY  

USE ThE STRUCTURAl AND INvESTMENT FUNDS

the ability to absorb and utilise the European Union’s 
structural and investment funds is partly limited by 
the organisational capacity of national and regional 
authorities in member states. a new effort is being 
launched by the European commission to expand the 
skills, capacities and operational tools in member 
states so that more structural and investment funds 
can be invested and the quality of spending improved.

Some of the ‘invisible’ barriers to putting into action the vast 
resources of the Structural and Investment Funds are the lack 
of skills and tools at the level of national and regional admin
istrations. Many of the problems which are linked to the imple
mentation of the Funds, it is widely recognised, stem from the 
capacity of the authorities in Member States and regions to 
manage them. Investing significant financial resources in 
Europe’s regions requires a high degree of organisation, com
petence and engagement. To achieve a higher level of absorp
tion of Structural and Investment Funds and ensure low levels 
of implementation errors requires a well targeted effort to 
build the appropriate capacity. 

Wide divergence in performance

Across the EU there are in reality wide divergences in per
formance in absorption capacity, efficiency, and effectiveness 
of the Structural and Investment Funds. In practice, perform
ance needs to be assessed in terms of the full life cycle of 
investments, ranging from the general management of the 
programmes, to the programming, implementation, evalua
tion/monitoring, and financial management and control. The 
success of each step in the implementation lifecycle depends 
on three interrelated factors, namely organisational structure, 
human resources, and systems/tools.

Tailor-made solutions

The conduits of the investment process are the national and 
regional public administrations and there is no standard for
mula for how this process should operate. The approach 

needs to be tailormade, proportionate, adequate and effi
cient. There are many good examples of how improving gov
erning structures, implementing good human resources 
strategies or developing efficient tools makes a significant 
contribution to fund management. The Commission is cur
rently undertaking a major ‘stocktaking exercise’ to identify 
the nature of the bottlenecks and where they are most fre
quently found. This will help map out country by country 
where the most common problems are and trigger solutions 
to resolve them. 

Regional policy Commissioner Johannes hahn has stated 
that: ‘Sound institutional capacity to plan and use EU funds 
is at the heart of an effective cohesion policy and therefore 
paramount to recovery and growth. Without the appropriate 
fund management architecture, based on stability and con
tinuity, run by the best people using the most adequate tools 
and systems, cohesion policy does not deliver to its full 
potential. Without adequate administrative capacity absorp
tion rates are low, error rates are high and overall impact of 
the investments is lower than it should be. And in these times 
of financial hardship, it is not acceptable to anyone that pub
lic funding is not used in the most effective manner to give 
Europe and its citizens a chance to get back to growth, to 
employment, and to the highest possible living standards.’

On the basis of this stocktaking exercise, work of a more 
operational nature can begin to develop tools and solutions 
to address the issues. 

Problem areas

The administrative capacity to manage the Structural and 
Investment Funds is dependent on a number of key issues:

 ▶  the ‘architecture’ in place (coordination mechanisms, 
budget decisionmaking, etc); 
 ▶  human resources (volume and competence level of people); 
and
 ▶  procedures and tools. 

All the elements of these three aspects need to function 
properly for effective implementation of the Funds.
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Structure

Consideration must be given to the basic architecture of the 
administrative organisation taking into account the number 
of operational programmes. There must be a clear assign
ment of responsibilities and tasks to key institutions. Other 
issues need to be considered such as the level of subdele
gation, the effectiveness of monitoring committees, and the 
management of partnerships with stakeholders/NGOs, etc.

human resources

Securing the timely availability of experienced, skilled and 
motivated staff is a key success factor. The process requires 
proper job descriptions defining tasks and responsibilities 
and accurate estimation of the number and qualifications 
of staff required. The conditions within the administrative 
system need to be favourable towards recruiting and retain
ing such professionals. There must be as little political inter
vention as possible in human resource management.

Systems and tools

Suitable jobaids should be available to enhance the effec
tiveness of the functioning of the system. These should cover 
issues such as documentation on methods, guidelines, man
uals, systems, procedures, forms, etc. Such systems and 
tools can transform knowledge within the heads of individ
ual people into explicit knowledge that can be shared across 
organisations. Efforts should be made to reduce the vulner
ability of organisations, for example when key staff leave, and 
thereby reduce the risk of malfunction and enhance overall 
effectiveness. 

horizontal tools

Many Member States face common problems and it is impor
tant that common ‘horizontal’ tools are made available for 
all to use. These tools can focus on common issues such as 
public procurement management, corruption, project devel
opment capacity in the lower tiers of government, etc. They 
can also include countryspecific tools that Member States 
can access to tackle their own needs. 

best practice ‘twinning’

One approach that is being considered is the creation of 
a ‘twinning’ system through which Member States can 
access the expertise of practitioners in other countries where 
the systems and/or tools are more advanced or better devel
oped. The Commission’s approach is largely based on shar
ing positive messages and enabling and encouraging 
Member States to share good practices to a much larger 
extent than now. The Commission is trying to be a catalyst 
in this process – collecting good practices and making them 
easily available to others. The ultimate objective is to achieve 
a higher level of absorption of funds and a reduction in the 
error rates, and a key factor in this is eliminating bottlenecks 
at the administrative level.

competence centre

To help achieve this objective the Commission has set up a spe
cialised unit, the ‘Competence Centre for Administrative 
Capacity’. Its work programme has two short term objectives:

 ▶  Undertaking a stocktaking to draw up country situation 
files and flush out common problems; and
 ▶Providing guidance to national administrations regarding 
negotiations on administrative capacity and use of tech
nical assistance for the 20142020 period.

It has longer term objectives to develop toolkits and tailor
made support for specific Member States and regions and 
to devise ‘systemic solutions’, which will be available for all 
Member States and regions. 

During Open Days 2013, a workshop will be dedicated to 
these issues under the theme ‘The Secrets of EU funds man
agement – or administrative capacity as a key ingredient for 
an effective and efficient implementation of the European 
Structural and Investment Funds.’
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▶ chiNA, JAPAN  
AND ThE EU 

  lEARNING FROM EACh OThER ON  
REGIONAl AND URBAN ISSUES

china, Japan and the European Union share many com-
mon challenges in the field of sustainable regional and 
urban development. with a view to enhancing regional 
and local co-operation between them and to promote 
mutual learning, the directorate general for regional 
and Urban policy with the support of the European  
parliament initiated in 2009 a number of actions 
involving high level officials in china and Japan (as well 
as with other strategic partners of the EU). these 
actions in cluded exchanges of information and best 
practice, seminars and workshops on policy issues.

china-EU regional dialogue

In 2006, a programme of high level meetings and coopera
tion activities was launched by the European Commission and 
the National Development and Reform Commission of China 
following the signature of a Memorandum of Understanding 
on regional policy cooperation. This took the form of studies, 
visits, training, seminars and workshops, alternating between 
China and Europe, to promote learning and the exchange of 
information and experience in regional policy.

Indeed, in the area of urban development, the cities of Europe 
and China both face a twofold challenge: how to improve com
petitiveness while meeting social and environmental demands. 

In 2011, China crossed a symbolic threshold with its cities 
expanding to the point where they accounted for half the 
national population. 

Using the occasion of the Eighth highlevel EUChina 
Seminar, which will take place in Brussels at the Open Days 
of Cities and Regions 2013, the two sides will address key 
issues in urban development, including: improving living con
ditions for urban dwellers and improving local infrastructure 
for energy, transport and communication. Specific sessions 
will consider good practices and opportunities for coopera
tion between EU and Chinese regions in the field of promot
ing betterintegrated urbanrural territorial development and 
supporting regional innovation systems.

As with previous seminars, the event provides a platform for 
participants to exchange views on concrete regional policy 
experiences. This agenda follows up the conclusions of 
the previous high level Seminar on Regional Policy which 
took place in China in the city of Guangzhou, Guangdong 
Province, in December 2012. 

The twoday event in Guangzhou brought together high level 
speakers from the European Commission and from selected 
European regions and, from the Chinese side, speakers from 
national government and leading provincial authorities 
(Guangdong, hunan, Sichuan and Guizhou). Participants 

Tianjin harbour, china
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included many high level figures from regional administra
tions and delegates of the development and reform bureaus 
of several cities.

The sessions attended by some 90 participants from China 
and Europe focused on sustainable urban development and 
urbanrural linkages.

opening doors in Europe

In 2010, the European Commission launched CETREGIO, 
a Chinese European Training Series on Regional Policy. 
The programme aims at strengthening linkages between 
European and Chinese regions that, in turn, can be devel
oped further – including in the important area of commer
cial relations – on a bilateral basis. 

Training has been organised so as to involve twoweek infor
mation sessions in at least three EU Member States, cover
ing seminars lectures and field visits to best practice 
examples in selected focus areas. Since 2010, more than 
120 Chinese decisionmakers from all 31 provinciallevel 
regions have been able to share experiences and to visit best 
practices in more than 40 regions in 12 EU Member States, 
selected in order to represent its geographical diversity. 

Chinese delegates are mostly senior experts in their respec
tive areas and represent the vast diversity of regional devel
opment in China. CETREGIO offers Chinese regional experts 
a source of reference when setting their own regional devel
opment policies. 

EU-Japan programme exchange

Since 2012, EU and Japanese cities have initiated a decen
tralised process of exchange of experience and best practice 
on urban development issues. 

Japan and the EU share many common challenges in the field 
of sustainable urban development and through the pro
gramme the parties are exchanging experiences on topics 
such as the ‘compact city’, sustainable development and the 
competitiveness of big cities. 

In May 2012 a seminar on urban development was co 
organised in Tokyo by the Ministry of land, Infrastructure, 
Transport and Tourism (MlIT) of Japan and the European 
Commission Directorate General for Regional and Urban 

Policy. It brought together a range of experts, including  
senior representatives from the cities of leipzig, Stockholm 
and Turin on the EU side and Kanazawa, Kitakyushu and 
Kumamoto on the Japanese side. 

The Tokyo seminar focused on the topics of particular 
in terest both to Japan and to each of the European cities 
represented: urban regeneration and urban transport (with 
leipzig, Germany), lowcarbon cities (Stockholm, Sweden) 
and support to cultural and creative industries as drivers for 
urban development (Turin, Italy). Both sides intend that these 
contact meetings, sponsored by MlIT and by the EU, will ini
tiate a decentralised process of exchange of experience and 
best practice over the coming years between the cities con
cerned on urban development themes. 

As a follow up, during Open Days 2013 in Brussels a work
shop will be organised on the theme of ‘Putting urban 
de velopment into an international context: the EUJapan 
programme exchange on sustainable urban development’.

These examples confirm the growing interest in regions and 
cities outside the EU to cooperate on the theme of regional 
and urban development policy. Both the European Parliament 
and the Committee of the Regions have shown intense inter
est in this field, and in working with the Commission to pro
mote decentralised cooperation on a global scale.

▶find oUt morE 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperate/
international/index_en.cfm

Mr ouyang Weimin, vice Mayor  
of guangzhou, and Mr Walter Deffaa,  
Director general of Dg regional and  
Urban Policy.
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▶  MAcro-rEgioNAl  
APProAch 

 DANUBE AND BAlTIC STRATEGIES ShOW ThE BENEFITS

since 2009 the directorate general for regional and 
Urban policy has been engaged in a new approach to 
tackling problems of a cross-regional nature. a new 
‘macro-regional strategy’ has been applied to the baltic 
region and subsequently to the danube area. a first 
progress report just published by the European commis-
sion highlights how the new macro-regional approach 
has created hundreds of new projects and helped to for-
mulate joint policy objectives in areas of vital impor-
tance for the regions involved. new plans are being 
developed for other regions.

The EU’s Baltic and Danube strategies, involving over 20 EU 
and nonEU countries, have pioneered a unique kind of coop
eration, based on the idea that common challenges faced by 
specific regions – whether environmental, economic or secu
rity related – are best tackled collectively, and that it makes 
sense to plan together for the most effective deployment of 
the funds available.

It was initially the environmental deterioration of the Baltic 
Sea that triggered the need for a concerted macroregional 
response to the challenges and opportunities in that region. 
This resulted in the EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region 
(EUSBSR), adopted in 2009. The EU Strategy for the Danube 
Region (EUSDR) was adopted in June 2011.

The two strategies sought to place issues in a multilateral 
setting, and to reach out beyond current EU borders to work 
as equals with neighbours. The thinking was to encourage 
participants to overcome not only national frontiers but also 
barriers to thinking more strategically and imaginatively about 
the opportunities available. 

The approach provides an integrated framework bringing 
together Member States and third countries in the same geo
graphical area to address common challenges. The overriding 
aim of a macroregional strategy is to mobilise new projects 
and initiatives and the approach offers many potential ben
efits in terms of strengthened cooperation for economic, social 
and territorial cohesion.

EU Strategy for the baltic Sea region 
(EUSbSr)

The eight EU countries that make up the Baltic Sea Region 
(Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, latvia, lithuania, Poland 
and Sweden) face several common challenges which are 
reflected in the jointlyagreed Action Plan for the Strategy. 

This includes a number of priority areas, each accompanied 
by concrete flagship projects as well as clearly identified tar
gets and indicators. The Strategy helps to mobilise all relevant 

The vidin-calafat bridge between bulgaria and romania
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EU funding and policies and coordinate the actions of the 
European Union, EU countries, regions, panBaltic organisa
tions, financing institutions and nongovernmental bodies, 
to promote a more balanced development of the Baltic Sea 
Region. The Strategy also encourages cooperation with neigh
bouring countries including Russia and Norway.

The projects cover three key objectives: ‘Save the Sea’, 
‘Connect the Region’ and ‘Increase Prosperity’. Flagship 
projects under this programme include: 

 ▶  The baltic Deal works with farmers to help reduce nutri
ent losses from farms, and maintain production and 
com petitiveness.
 ▶Efficient, Safe and Sustainable Traffic at Sea (Efficien-
Sea) makes the Baltic Sea Region a pilot region for eNavi
gation and is developing and testing infrastructure and 
services for eNavigation and is sharing good practice widely.
 ▶baltic Manure is turning manure from an environmental 
problem into an opportunity for business innovation. The pro
ject is producing renewable energy and organic fertilisers.
 ▶bSr Stars aims to boost regional competitiveness and 
growth through transnational research and innovation 
links, tackling common challenges in areas like health, 
energy and sustainable transport.

EU Strategy for the Danube region 
(EUSDr)

The EUSDR covers nine EU countries (Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, 
Czech Republic, Germany, hungary, Romania, Slovak Republic 
and Slovenia) and five nonEU countries (Bosnia and 
herzegovina, Moldova, Montenegro, Serbia and Ukraine).

The importance of the Danube Basin for the EU cannot be 
underestimated. The policies and the investments made in 
the Basin through the EU’s cohesion policy in particular have 
an impact on the livelihoods of 20 million citizens. They rep
resent a well targeted policy to meet the region’s ecological, 
transport and socioeconomic needs.

The EU Strategy for the Danube Region has four main pillars: 
‘Connecting the Region’, ‘Protecting the Environment’, ‘Building 
Prosperity’ and ‘Strengthening the Region’.

Some key projects include:
 ▶The completion of the vidin-calafat bridge between 
Bulgaria and Romania – a vital link on a key priority route 
of the TransEuropean Transport Network (TENT). The 
bridge is only the second one along the 630 km river sec
tion of the border.

▶

TOwARDS AN EU STRATEGY 
FOR THE ADRIATIC AND IONIAN 
REGION (EUSAIR)
At the European Council of 14 December 2012, EU heads 
of State and Government invited the European Commission 
to put forward a proposal for a new MacroRegional Strategy 
for the AdriaticIonian Region before the end of 2014.

The EUSAIR, which builds on the Maritime Strategy for 
the Adriatic and Ionian Seas adopted by the Commission 
in 2012, will cover eight countries: four EU Member States 
(Croatia, Greece, Italy and Slovenia) and four nonEU coun
tries (Albania, Bosnia and herzegovina, Montenegro and 
Serbia). This strategy will promote the economic and social 
prosperity of the region by improving its attractiveness, 
competitiveness and connectivity. The EUSAIR will take into 
account the work already done by the AdriaticIonian 
Initiative that in 2000 gathered the same countries from 
the region around some common goals.

During the Greek Presidency of the Council of the EU a large 
event will be organised in Athens on 67 February 2014, 
where the results of intensive stakeholder consultations on 
the Strategy pillars will be presented. The aim is to make 
a focused strategy with pragmatic, realistic and measurable 
common objectives that will strengthen complementarity, 
coherence and collaboration in the region. The formal adop
tion is expected in the second semester of 2014 under the 
Italian Presidency of the Council of the EU.

The EUSAIR implementation will be assisted by the transna
tional cooperation programme which will support the coop
eration at all levels within the countries covered by 
the Strategy.

 ▶The Danube Shipwreck removal project aims to remove 
shipwrecks from the Danube, Sava and Tisa in Serbia, 
Romania and Bulgaria and improve navigation and eco
logical conditions.
 ▶The Danube region business Forum provides an impor
tant networking platform for over 300 SMEs. It encour
ages businesstobusiness meetings and supports links 
with knowledge providers such as research institutes and 
universities.
 ▶Work has started to create a Danube research and inno-
vation Fund, pooling national and regional funds and 
building on the experiences of the BONUS programme in 
the Baltic Sea Region.
 ▶The Danube Floodrisk project promotes cooperation meth
ods with 19 institutions in eight Danube countries, sharing 
databases and flood mapping. The European Flood Awareness 
System (EFAS) is carrying out complementary work.
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In the absence of additional EU money, the project leaders 
are obliged to seek external funds more actively. This has 
stimulated the Danube Finance Dialogue, which helps match 
project ideas to funds and brings together project promoters 
with banks, international financing institutions and funding 
programmes. It has also given rise to the EUSBSR Seed Money 
Facility, which provides seed funding to develop project ideas 
to the point of loans or grants. 

Indeed the macroregional strategy is also seen to be 
encouraging a pooling of resources. It is improving the poten
tial for creating seed/earlystage and venture funds in the 
macroregions since few countries have a sufficient ‘deal
flow’ to support and sustain such specialised funds and the 
macroregion may provide a sufficient critical mass. 

The private sector is also involved, whether through work with 
the Baltic Development Forum, or through publicprivate 
projects such as the removal of shipwrecks from the Danube, 
Sava and Tisa. 

Resources have also been mobilised by Member States for 
higherlevel priorities and to implement initiatives in the 
framework of the macroregion strategies. 

improved cooperation  
with neighbouring countries 

The two strategies are helping improve cooperation with 
neighbouring countries. In the EUSBSR, Russia, though not 
part of the strategy itself, has given its agreement on a list 
of common projects. Norway and Iceland have also been 
actively involved, especially on logistics and social issues. 

In the EUSDR, where some nonEU countries could be poten
tial candidates for joining the Union, the strategy is providing 

‘  If we want to ensure lasting 
success the approach must 
be placed at the heart of  
government and regional  
policy plans. ’ 

  Johannes hahn – European Commissioner 
for Regional Policy

cost-neutral

The Baltic and Danube macroregional strategies operate 
with no additional EU funds, no new institutions, and no new 
legislation. Achieving this has required more coherence 
between funds, structures and policies. Implementing the 
strategies has required the creation of working structures 
around priority areas, selected in a bottomup process of 
consultation with political leadership in each area assumed 
by the participating countries, regions or organisations, sup
ported by the Commission as the facilitator. 

The implementing reports of the EUSBSR and the EUSDR 
highlight the fact that macroregional strategies have 
helped to develop new projects or have given momentum 
to existing transnational projects. Flagship projects in the 
Baltic Sea region alone number over 100 and these are 
accompanied by many other spinoff projects, while over 
400 projects totalling some EUR 49 billion have been pro
posed for the EUSDR, of which 150 are already in the imple
mentation stage.

Macroregional strategies are creating regional building 
blocks for EUwide policy and are helping to shape national 
approaches which make EUlevel implementation more 
coherent. The macroregional work has, for example, had 
a particular impact on the Integrated Maritime Policy, 
the TransEuropean Transport Network (TENT), the Trans
European Energy Network (TENE), and civil protection 
cooperation. 

improved value for money 

Making money work harder is important at a time of restricted 
budgets and the macroregional approach has demonstrated 
an ability to help align EU programmes to act together on 
major shared goals. 

The islet of Sveti Stefan, Montenegro
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Over the last two years other regions have been discussed 
including a recent resolution from the European Parliament on 
the feasibility of a macroregional strategy for the Alps. Member 
States and the European Council have invited the Commission 
to draw up an EU Strategy for the Adriatic and Ionian Region 
(EUSAIR) by the end of 2014.

Commissioner hahn stresses that new initiatives should 
clearly demonstrate addedvalue at EU level and thus only be 
launched if there are clear needs for improved and highlevel 
cooperation. These should be of strategic importance for 
the macroregions and translated into a limited number of 
welldefined objectives with an appropriate set of indicators 
to measure progress. 

‘The strategy will only be successful if we can implement con
crete projects that contribute to the goals of the region. And we 
must be able to see the value added of regional coordination 
in meeting these goals,’ the Commissioner concludes.

▶find oUt morE 
www.ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperate/ 
macro_region_strategy/index_en.cfm
EU Strategy for the Danube Region:  
www.danube-region.eu
EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region:  
www.balticsea-region-strategy.eu
EU Strategy for the Adriatic Ionian Region:   
www.ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperate/ 
adriat_ionian/index_en.cfm
AdriaticIonian Initiative:   
www.faic.eu/index_en.asp

valuable experience and serves as a platform and an oppor
tunity to experience EU policies and processes through com
mon activities.

results and conclusions

Commenting on the report, Commissioner Johannes hahn said: 
‘The study shows the clear value of our macro regional strate
gies. Their intensified cooperation has resulted in literally hun
dreds of new projects and new networks in the Danube and the 
Baltic regions, in areas such as transport, energy supply, secu
rity or the fight against organised crime. Above all, participants 
tell us that cooperation – including with nonEU Member States 
 has been significantly strengthened.’

‘But, if we want to ensure lasting success the approach must 
be placed at the heart of government and regional policy 
plans – particularly in the design of new programmes and 
projects for the next financial period – and backed up by 
enough resources.’

The report reminds governments of the need for political com
mitment and for making the strategies a priority across all rel
evant policy areas, ensuring they are embedded in future 
European Structural and Investment Funds programmes, 
as well as other relevant EU, regional and national policy frame
works. It also underlines the importance of administrative 
resources to deliver the objectives. 

‘It needs a comprehensive strategy driven from the level 
of the prime minister’s office reaching across environment, 
SMEs, tourism, culture, transport, etc. It must be organised 
as a crossdevelopment strategy involving different minis
tries, nongovernmental organisations, and needs appropriate 
resources and staffing. It requires stronger ownership in the 
regions themselves.’ 

ventspils, latvia The baltic Deal project works with farmers across the region.
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▶ iN YoUr oWN WorDS
  NATIONAl AND REGIONAl PERSPECTIvES  

ON COhESION POlICY 

in Your own Words is the section of 
Panorama where the key ‘consumers’ 
of cohesion policy at the national and 
regional level are invited to make 
their voices heard and give their 

feedback on European policy in action 
at the local level, whether with a focus 

on current achievements and successes, 
or an insight into preparations for the next pro-

gramming period. 

With more than 270 regions across the 28 EU Member 
States, each with its own specific economic and cul-
tural history and needs, it is important that policy 
makers, administrators and officials at all levels are 
aware of the real impact that cohesion policy is having 
at the grass roots level. 

in this edition, Panorama presents the views from 
three Member States and regions who are looking 
ahead to their plans for the implementation of the 
Structural and investment Funds in the next program-
ming period from 2014 to 2020. 

The czech republic and belgium’s brussels capital 
region outline their approaches to identifying priori-
ties for the future, building on the experience of cur-
rent programmes. Meanwhile Noord-brabant in the 
Netherlands highlights its innovative and entrepre-
neurial environment. 

Panorama welcomes your contributions which we may 
feature in future editions: 
▶regio-panorama@ec.europa.eu

Panorama

welcomes your 

contributions!

▶iN YoUr oWN WorDS

 ▶  brAbANT, EUroPE’S hEArT  
oF SMArT SolUTioNS

noord-brabant is ready for the new period of European 
programmes. after two years of working together 
intensively with the other southern netherlands prov-
inces on a joint programme and strategy, based on 
European targets, the finish line is in sight. 

The Dutch region of NoordBrabant plays a prominent role 
in the economy of the Netherlands. Its share in the Dutch 
gross national product, the number of companies, the 
number of people employed and the number of patents, 
inventions, and innovations it produces every year is far 
above the Dutch average. NoordBrabant is also the home 
of the Eindhoven/Brainport area, Europe’s third leading tech
nological region. 

high tech, high touch

NoordBrabant belongs to the top regions of Europe in terms 
of innovation. NoordBrabant has the ambition to maintain 
and strengthen this position, to be ‘Europe’s heart of smart 

solutions’. The region is grounded in a traditional, but very 
competitive manufacturing sector but also has a strong inno
vative sector (e.g. high tech, logistics, and design). Tradition 
and technology, the combination of high tech and high touch, 
is so abundant in NoordBrabant that it is the foundation 
for success. 

operational Programme

To realise its ambitions it is necessary that NoordBrabant and 
its regional partners specialise in certain economic activities. 
Currently NoordBrabant is finishing its preparation for the new 
Operational Programme (OP) 20142020 in cooperation with 
the other Southern Netherlands provinces of Zeeland and 
limburg. Under this flag a Smart Specialisation Strategy (S3) 
has been created. The following economic clusters have been 
given extra attention in the new OP: food, life/health sciences, 
biobased economy, hightech systems and materials, logistics, 
and maintenance. Also regional crossborder cooperation 
remains a key priority. 

▶NEThERlANDS
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The high Tech campus Eindhoven is the smartest 
square kilometre in the Netherlands with more 
than 100 companies and institutes, and some 
8 000 researchers, developers and entrepreneurs 
working on developing future technologies and 
products. The campus helps accelerate innovation 
by offering easy access to high tech facilities and 
international networks. 

Unique interaction

The key for creating a successful entrepreneurial environ
ment in the Southern Netherlands and in particular in Noord
Brabant is not only about ‘what we do’ but also ‘how we 
do it’. The S3 strategy is explicitly based on input from across 
the triple helix: governments, business and knowledge insti
tutes. NoordBrabant has extended its triple helix network 
by attracting new, economic partners such as hospitals, 
transportation companies, energy companies and interest 
groups of citizens. Under the current programme 20072013 
more than 600 projects have been launched of which 400 
projects have been initiated by small and medium sized busi
nesses (SMEs). 

European Entrepreneurial region 2014 

NoordBrabant shows a clear commitment to the triple helix 
approach with the aim to promote an excellent entrepreneurial 
climate, especially for SMEs. Recently this commitment has 
been rewarded by the Committee of the Regions with the 
prestigious ‘European Entrepreneurial Award 2014’. On the 
road to 2020 NoordBrabant is confident that this triple helix 
method will prove to be the right approach, again.

bert schampers and lieke van alphen 
Advisers Public Affairs  
Province of Noord-Brabant

▶find oUt morE 
www.brabantsmartsolutions.com

 ▶  PrEPArATioNS For ThE NEW 2014-2020  
ProgrAMMiNg PErioD

  ThE MAIN OBJECTIvE IS A TIMElY START

▶CZECh REPUBlIC

although intensive work on the new programming 
period already started in 2010, there is still much work 
ahead of us if we want to make sure that the utilisation 
of European funds begins in early 2014. although the 
regulations dealing with the framework of EU funds are 
yet to be approved half a year before the start of the 
future programming period, the czech republic already 
knows its primary strategic priorities and the outlines 
of the structure of future programmes, the main objec-
tive of which is promoting growth and increasing com-
petitiveness of the czech republic as a whole.

The fact that tangible use of resources in the current pro
gramming period started with a year’s delay in the Czech 
Republic shows that proper and timely preparation cannot be 
underestimated this time. Planning for the 20142020 pro
gramming period is the responsibility of the Ministry of 
Regional Development – National Coordination Authority. 
In connection with the preparatory work, it is building in par
ticular on the experience acquired, and applying the principle 
of partnership; it is also involving a broad range of experts 
and its own team. An informal dialogue has been taking place 
since early this year with representatives of the European 
Commission, assisting in preparing the Partnership Agreement, 
the strategic document for utilising the resources of the 
Common Strategic Framework for the next period. A draft of 
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the Partnership Agreement, which the Czech government has 
already discussed, will be elaborated on and submitted to the 
European Commission in the autumn. Intensive preparations 
are taking place at the level of programmes, unified meth
odological environment, and strategies whose aim is to pro
mote stability of human resources and to simplify and 
improve transparency of the management and control sys
tems in the Czech Republic. 

The Czech Partnership Agreement clearly states the national 
developmental priorities, the fulfillment of which will be the 
objective of the sevenyear period. The priorities, but also 
the biggest barriers to Czech competitiveness, can together 
be termed ‘4I’ – infrastructure, institutions, innovation and 
inclusion. Supporting these areas will help the Czech Republic 
become a good place to live and at the same time an attrac
tive place for investment and business. 

The future and past of the Structural and Investment Funds 
cannot be separated. The practice obtained in connection with 
the current programming period is being used to prepare the 
20142020 period. It takes into account the positive experi
ence that clearly shows what was successful, but it also takes 
into consideration the errors that occurred and cannot be 
ignored. learning from mistakes in this case is the most 

valuable experience. It is not possible to assume that such 
a complex and complicated system as the Structural and 
Investment Funds can be navigated without shortcomings, 
but it is also necessary to separate formal errors from inten
tional ones. 
 
This is what the participants at the conference ‘Benefits of 
cohesion policy’, which took place on 20 June 2013 in Prague, 
agreed on and stressed in their contributions. The representa
tives of European institutions, national implementation struc
tures, beneficiaries of EU support, and experts debated not 
only the explicitly positive results and specific benefits of EU 
funds for the Czech Republic (such as over 70 thousand new 
jobs or improvement in the public administration services) at 
this conference.

Cohesion policy is generally perceived as a great opportunity 
for future investment. One needs to be aware, however, of 
the shift from the original compensation nature of the policy 
to one that promotes growth, competitiveness, innovation and 
the knowledge economy. We expect that this shift will mani
fest itself in the spectrum of supported projects, which will 
demand more effective use of resources and more visible 
results in the future programming period. Implementation of 
strategic and effective project management, synergies 
between cohesion policy and other national strategies, and 
observance of the principal of partnership of all involved 
authorities in connection with its execution are all important 
pieces of knowledge that the Czech Republic will apply when 
coming to the closure of the current programming period and 
preparing the future one. 
 
ministry of regional development  
National Coordination Authority

 

▶find oUt morE 
www.mmr.cz

 ▶ ThE ErDF iN ThE  
brUSSElS cAPiTAl 
rEgioN 

▶BElGIUM in the face of significant challenges, particularly in 
terms of unemployment and economic and sustainable 
development, the brussels capital region has tried 
to respond in ways that are consistent with the new 
regulations and, above all, that complement its own 
initiatives. 

The regional authorities have sought to avoid the pitfall of 
distributing ERDF funding among the usual operators. First of 
all, they sat all the partners around the table and developed 
a coherent assessment of the Region, highlighting its strengths 
and weaknesses.
 

‘benefits of cohesion policy’ conference.

▶iN YoUr oWN WorDS
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On 15 March 2013, over 200 representatives of regional 
bodies, representatives and operators participated in the part
nership method launch event, with European Commission rep
resentatives also present. Then, on 24 April, about 40 experts 
on different topics met to provide input for debate on the 
challenges of the future programmes that had been identi
fied in the assessment. The debate highlighted the possible 
synergies between the funds and the need to work on an 
industrybyindustry basis, linking employment and training 
to investment in sustainable development, innovation and 
small and mediumsized enterprises. In June and July, more 
than 100 participants attended three themed workshops 
designed to establish the priorities and measures of the ERDF 
and ESF operational programmes.
 
Rather than just supporting operators’ projects in isolation, 
the Managing Authority wished to guide all of them in a joint 
approach, bringing together the partners of the future and 
demonstrating the benefits of working together around two 
important issues: developing integrated economic sectors and 
the issue of socioeconomic and regional polarisation.
 
During the 20072013 period, some beneficiaries, for exam
ple, demonstrated the benefits of presenting a unified image 
of the districts of the Region’s former industrial centre. Others 
worked together to stimulate six industrial sectors linked to 
the environment, analysing the opportunities for creating or 
developing businesses and offering a wide, coordinated range 
of support for businesses in these sectors.
 
The region’s small size and the proximity of its economic 
stakeholders constitute real assets, and the authorities believe 
that future jobs will be created by stimulating synergies and 
taking an integrated approach. This will make it possible to 
promote the testing and development of new methods by 
some businesses, to speed up the adoption of these methods 
by others, and to enable yet other businesses to train up staff 
in good time who will be able to meet a demand or respond 

to a market opportunity… in a nutshell, to improve forecast
ing, response and collaboration.
 
In line with the Europe 2020 strategy, the Brussels Capital 
Region’s operational programme will be open to innovation, 
the environment and inclusiveness. And the Region therefore 
expects that selected projects do not limit themselves to only 
one of these dimensions.

ERDF programming will focus on the process of revitalising 
the chosen economic sectors as a whole by using certain exist
ing levers: it will monitor and support some initiatives and will 
promote public or private cofinancing with a view to boost
ing the coherence of the selected sectors.
 
In order not to dilute funds, the ERDF allocation will be allo
cated as a priority to sectors targeting a reduction in CO2 emis
sions or looking to improve their energy and environmental 
impacts and, finally, which will produce jobs likely to mesh with 
the local workforce capacity. Projects which have a less than 
local appearance could still be selected. But the regional 
authority will be attentive to the real leverage they can gen
erate: a leverage effect on a sector which, thus stimulated, will 
in turn be able to recruit (short or medium term) profiles cor
responding to the workforce available at a local and regional 
level.The Region will also make sure it complies with the prin
ciple of smart specialisation and that it uses and develops the 
tools put in place during previous programming periods, such 
as Brussels Greenbizz, the future environmental incubator. 

sandrine vandewattyne 
Communications Officer 
Brussels Regional Public Service,  
Regional Coordination, Coordination 
and Management Unit ERDF 2007-2013

 

▶find oUt morE 
www.feder.irisnet.be

The brussels-capital region has organised a series 
of events to discuss the challenges and priorities 
for the future ESiF programmes. 
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▶  PoPUlATioN 
AT RISK OF POvERTY OR SOCIAl ExClUSION, 2011 

▶MAPS

in 2011, the highest rates for people at risk of poverty 
or social exclusion were recorded in bulgaria, the south 
and east of romania, latvia and southern italy. In the 
same year, very low poverty rates were registered especially 
in regions in Austria, Czech Republic and northern Italy.

At EU level, the economic crisis increased the population at 
risk of poverty or social exclusion. Between 2008 and 2011, 
the share increased by 0.6 percentage points. This impact 
is likely to be felt more in the future as the crisis is not yet 
over and the effect takes time to filter through. 
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33 – 39

> 39

EU-27 average = 24.2
Source: Eurostat
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▶ chANgE iN ThE ShArE 
oF PoPUlATioN 
AT RISK OF POvERTY OR ExClUSION, 2008-2011

The impact on the risk of poverty or exclusion was the high
est in the six Member States most affected by the crisis 
(Estonia, Greece, Ireland, latvia, lithuania and Spain), but 
the impact in Italy and Bulgaria was also significant. Several 

of the large Member States, however, only saw small 
increases, such as Germany and the UK, or even experienced 
a slight reduction in the risk of poverty or exclusion, such as 
Poland and Romania.

PERCENTAGE POINTS 

EU-27 average = 0.6
EL, IE: change 2008-2010
Source: Eurostat

Canarias

Guyane

Açores Madeira

Guadeloupe
Martinique

Réunion

< 6

6 – 3

3 – 1.5

1.5 – 0

0 – 0.5

0.5 – 1.5

1.5 – 3

> 3

no data
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100 EUrban
solUtions 
PHOTO EXPO

This year OPEN DAYS will feature a new visual 
aspect. The ‘100 EUrban solutions’ exhibition, 
taking place in several of the OPEN DAYS event 
venues, as well as outdoors in the streets of 
Brussels, illustrates urban solutions based on 
case studies and transferable good practices 
(e.g. waste/water treatment; public transport; 
housing; etc.), capitalising on the achievements 
of the 20072013 programming period. The 
photographic images and accompanying texts 
will also be published online for those unable 
to make it to Brussels.

▶find oUt morE 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/
conferences/od2013/exhibitions.cfm

GIVING OUR PROJECTS 
visibility
More than 120 members of the INFORM network of ERDF & Cohesion 
Fund communication officers met in Budapest on 3031 May to exchange 
experiences, present lessons learnt and to establish good practice.
 Two topics received particular attention: how to involve beneficiaries 
in communication activities from the outset of a project (a Maltese case 
study focussed on this), and the preparation of communication strate
gies for the next funding period (4 regions in the Netherlands are work
ing together on a single strategy). 
 The agenda and all other presentations are on the INFORM network 
events page. Meanwhile, preparations are welladvanced for the forth
coming ‘Telling the Story’ conference in Brussels on the 910 December 
2013. This major conference, organised by DG Regional and Urban Policy 
in cooperation with DG Employment and Social Affairs, is dedicated to 
highlighting the importance of communicating the achievements of the 
EU’s cohesion policy.
  highlights will include the presentation of good practice in commu
nication in the Member States, the final version of the Information and 
Communication rules 20142020, and the Eurobarometer 2013 results 
on ‘Citizens’ awareness and perceptions of EU Regional policy’.
 In addition there will be workshops/panel discussions on selected 
communications issues (social media, information campaigns, open 
project days, etc.) and handson training. The aim is to provide timely, 
useful knowhow to Managing Authorities, before the finalisation of pro
gramme communication strategies.

▶find oUt morE 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/informing/events/ 
201305/index_en.cfm

▶

▶

▶NEWS

▶ NEWS 
 [IN BRIEF]
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ExtrEmadUra PRESENTS 
ITS SMART SPECIALISATION 
STRATEGY 
On 24 June the Spanish region of Extremadura presented its Smart 
Specialisation Strategy (RIS3) at the Committee of the Regions in Brussels. 
The regions’ vicePresident Cristina Teniente and DG Regional and Urban 
Policy Director Raoul Prado stressed the importance of this strategy as 
a tool of regional economic transformation, crucial for optimising the use 
of funds in the 20142020 period.

 Extremadura has included its Smart Specialisation Strategy within its 
innovation and enterprise strategy, called ONE (Organising a New 
Extremadura), making it one of the main pillars of its regional economic 
structure. The strategy concentrates on four themes: long term manage
ment of natural resources, high addedvalue food industries, renewable 
energy, and tourism based around quality of life. These four themes will 
be the starting point for a strategy which is flexible enough to be revised 
and modified throughout the programming period, to best allow it to stim
ulate the region’s strengths.
 The presentation also highlighted the way the development of the 
strategy actively engaged local stakeholders via a forum organised 
in February 2013 attended by over 500 citizens, academics, entrepre
neurs and local authority representatives, so as to help define future 
priorities. The next step will be the submission of the RIS3 strategy 
for approval by the European Commission, as part of Member States’ 
ex-ante conditionalities.

▶find oUt morE 
http://one.gobex.es

8th progrEss 
rEport: 
COHESION POLICY 
IS NEEDED MORE 
THAN EVER 
Between 2008 and 2012, unemployment 
increased in four out of five regions in the EU. 
In addition, GDP shrank in two out of three 
regions between 2007 and 2010. This crisis has 
a widespread effect including both more and 
less developed regions. As a result, the dispari
ties between EU regions have started to grow 
again after a long period of convergence.
 This dramatic reversal of fortune is high
lighted in the 8th progress report on economic, 
social and territorial cohesion: ‘The regional 
and urban dimension of the crisis’, adopted by 
the European Commission today. It reveals the 
staggering reductions in regional employment 
and Gross Domestic Product, housing prices 
and disposable household income. It shows 
that while Foreign Direct Investment and 
exports volumes recovered quickly from the 
crisis, import volumes are still significantly 
below its precrisis level.

▶find oUt morE 
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/ 
information/reports/index_en.cfm

▶

▶
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 ▶  ElEcTroNic SENSor 
 SAvES RESOURCES BY MONITORING WATER PIPElINES

▶EAST OF ENGlAND, UK

water losses from underground pipelines cost millions in 
wasted water. the UK company syrinix ltd has developed 
a smart water pipeline monitoring system to detect leaks 
and alert the repair teams.

Based in Norwich, UK, Syrinix is a young SME that has devel
oped sophisticated sensor and signal processing devices for 
monitoring water trunk mains.

The company’s development has been supported by equity 
funding from the low Carbon Innovation Fund (lCIF), a local 
earlystage venture capital fund which is cofinanced by 
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), amounting 
to equity funding of £ 810 000 (EUR 1 million) for Syrinix. 
The lCIF always invests alongside private coinvestment; 
it can also pool coinvestment needed for projects from other 
‘angel’ investors.

In 2010 Syrinix launched TrunkMinder, a smart water pipeline 
monitoring system which uses sensors placed at 500 to 
750 metre intervals along pipeline systems. The sensors 
detect tiny leaks and then transmit an automatic alert directly 
to the relevant utility, which is then able to repair the leak 
before a pipe bursts or any more water is lost.

The smart monitoring system is already being used by water 
utilities across the UK and saving millions in time, labour and 
resources.

TrunkMinder provides infrastructure managers with key noti
fications on leak location – accurate to the metre – an early 
warning to prevent catastrophic mains failure, and instanta
neous burst alerts.

Syrinix has also developed TransientMinder which reduces the 
harmful impact of pressure transients. Activities such as valve 
closures or rapid openings can have a potentially damaging 
impact, with pressure transients causing fatigue and some
times catastrophic damage to other components within the 
local pipe network.

In the past two years Syrinix has become a leading expert in 
water sector infrastructure management technology and 
is negotiating with utility companies in Australia, the USA, 
the Middle East and the Far East.

The lCIF makes earlystage equity investments in SMEs within 
the East of England that are developing new and innovative 
products or processes in a low carbon, environmentally sensi
tive manner. The Fund operates with £20.5 m (EUR 25.3 m) from 
the ERDF which is matched by more than £17 m (EUR 21 m) 
private sector investment – generating a total over £ 50 m 
(EUR 61.7) of investment in the East of England. The Fund runs 
until December 2015.

▶ find oUt morE
www.syrinix.com
www.lowcarbonfund.co.uk

total cost: 
EUR 3 496 000 
EU contribution: 
EUR 1 000 000 

▶ExAMPlES oF ProJEcTS
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barbate, located in cádiz in southern andalucía, is one of 
the municipalities most severely afflicted by unemploy-
ment in spain. with an economy based on fisheries and 
tourism, barbate is going through one of the most difficult 
periods it has ever experienced. 

however, since 2009 the town has played host to one of 
the most significant business initiatives in Andalucía, light 
Environment Control Sl (lEC), a company which, with the sup
port of EU funds, has triggered considerable improvement 
in the damaged local economy. Specifically, 82 direct jobs 
have been created, the majority of them for highly specialised 
engineers, and this is also helping to retain the talents of 
Andalusians who, without this project, would not be able to 
develop their careers in Spain. 

lEC was established in 2009 following four years of research 
into the development of a more efficient and less expensive 
lighting system. Public administrations and businesses rec
ognise that lighting is one of their highest fixed costs.

In 2007 during its research phase, lEC illuminated the first 
European city with remotely controlled lED technology. 
The positive response from administrations and businesses 
encouraged them to go further and to research, design and 
manufacture their own lights. 

In 2009 construction began of an R&D+i (research, develop
ment and innovation) and lED technology production centre. 
The 6 500 m2 building houses a machining centre, electronics 
‘clean room’, a painting area, a luminosity labelling area and 
an assembly area. 

lED lights significantly reduce energy consumption, and, con
sequently, spending; they are 100 % recyclable, and, in con
trast to conventional lighting, do not contain any pollutants 
such as lead, cadmium or mercury. Furthermore, they produce 
no infrared or ultraviolet rays and generate less heat, result
ing in less energy wastage and reduced air conditioning 
consumption. 

With its acquired expertise lEC has developed internal and 
external lighting solutions, as well as proprietary software 
StelUrban, to control street lighting. This adapts lighting to 
needs in real time, thus producing additional energy savings. 
The software is cloudhosted, so that it is possible to access 
it from any mobile device. In addition, it features an alarm 
system that alerts users to possible unauthorised connections 
or consumption, or any other malfunction in the installation. 

Control over the entire production process allows the company 
to customise solutions tailored to customers’ needs. lEC is cur
rently considered to be the top lED manufacturer in Andalucía, 
and one of the largest in Spain. It is carrying out lighting 
projects in countries such as Mexico, Brazil, Peru, and Morocco, 
and has received the University of Seville’s Inno vation Prize and 
the Andalucía Regional Council’s commendation in the category 
of innovation and scientific achievement.

▶ find oUt morE
http://www.lecsl.com/web/?lan=en

▶ ENErgY EFFiciENT 
 lIGhTING SYSTEMS FROM ANDAlUCíA 

▶ANDAlUCíA, SPAIN

total cost: 
EUR  10 295 000 
EU contribution: 
EUR  1 153 000 
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provide a platform for discussing each phase of the implemen
tation process – programming, implementation and monitoring 
and reporting – in order to find concrete solutions to similar 
problems. 

A comprehensive database is being developed with informa
tion on financial engineering instruments implemented by 
partners. The experience in using some 45 financial instru
ments has been analysed – 6 guarantee schemes, 10 loan 
schemes, 13 equity and 16 combined.

A website has been developed to make information about the 
various financial instruments readily available. It will also pro
vide financial engineering guidelines focusing on traps to 
avoid, best practices to adopt and clear rules on the setting 
up and implementation of financial instruments and involv
ing potential financial intermediaries.

Cooperation and exchange of good practice among partici
pants are promoted through the organisation of thematic 
working groups, study visits and information dissemination.

The new European Structural and Investment Fund Regulations 
for 20142020 are pushing for a wider adoption of FEI within 
cohesion policies. The experience gained through the three year 
project which runs until December 2014 will help promote 
a greater use of such financial vehicles in the next program
ming period and provide support to a greater number of SMEs. 

▶ find oUt morE
www.fin-en.eu

▶ ShAriNg ExPEriENcE 
 IN FINANCING PROJECTS FOR SMEs

total cost: 
EUR 1 995 000
EU contribution: 
EUR 1 567 000 

the fin-En project is helping member states share infor-
mation and good practice in using financial engineering 
instruments and private finance to support smEs.

Financial engineering instruments (FEI) are an option offered 
by the European Commission to Member States to deliver 
policy objectives. They come in various forms such as loans, 
loan guarantees, equity, venture capital and microfinance. 
They permit Member States to involve private sector capital 
and use public sector resources more efficiently in implement
ing projects.

Used in the right circumstances and in the right way, financial 
instruments can play a key role in maximising the efficiency 
and effectiveness of regional policy delivery – a clear priority 
in the current economic and financial context. Recent data 
shows that each euro of public resources leveraged between 
one and two euros in loans, between one and three euros in 
equity investments and between one and eight euros in guar
anteed loans.

The FINEN project ‘Sharing Methodologies on Financial 
Engineering for Enterprises’ involves 13 partners from 13 coun
tries, and aims to analyse and share the experience of regional 
and national authorities across Europe so that financial engi
neering instruments are used most effectively.

Under the project led by Italy’s Finlombarda S.p.A., an institu
tion affiliated to the lombardy Region, and funded through the 
INTERREG IvC programme for European Territorial Cooperation, 
a panEuropean network of FEI users has been established to 

▶EUROPEAN TERRITORIAl COOPERATION 

▶ExAMPlES oF ProJEcTS
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the vocational centre and practical school in Kladno–
vrapice, czech republic, is helping provide disadvan-
taged children with practical skills and an apprenticeship 
certificate that will help them enter the labour market.

A school located in an industrial area on the outskirts of the 
Prague metropolitan area has been modernised and refur
bished to be an effective and progressive training institution 
which can help the youngsters at the margins of society to 
learn new skills and get a job.

The vocational Centre and Practical School (Odborné učiliště 
a Praktická škola) in Kladno–vrapice has undergone a major 
makeover involving the reconstruction of 750 m2 of the 
school roofing to include loft classrooms and the addition of 
significant new school facilities.

To finance the renovation work the school has received CZK 
47.7 million from a variety programmes including a subsidy 
of CZK 12 million from the ERDF’s Regional Operational 
Programme for the Central Bohemia Region.

The school complex now includes a special advisory centre, 
a school office as well as six new classrooms used by appren
tices and their tutors. In addition to extra school rooms under 
the roof, the school now features a stateoftheart kitchen 
where trainee nurses, for example, can learn to cook hot meals 
or prepare beverages. 

To help disabled students a barrierfree entry has been built, 
equipped with an elevator, which facilitates access and allows 
them to study for a certificate of apprenticeship as a gardener 
or electrician. 

Apprenticeship courses are offered to qualify students as car
penters, electricians, florists, paramedics, nurses, caterers, 
painters and decorators, locksmiths, bricklayers etc.

The school accommodates students from families with only 
basic education such as Romanies so they have a chance to 
acquire basic skills. To help integrate socially disadvantaged 
groups, it is also important to provide access to affordable 
and quality social care services. This school forms part of 
a complex rescue network.

The school is expected to help local employment levels by 
reducing the number of unemployed people with only basic 
education. 

‘We are seeking the best ways to “move the students ahead”, 
to encourage them to become somebody respected, to be 
skilled and competent, and find a good job. Our ambition is 
to develop a modern school, which will be able to compete 
within the EU through the quality of its facilities and teaching 
methods,’ says school Principal, Ivana Sedláková.

▶ find oUt morE
www.ouvrapice.cz

▶rEFUrbiShED School 
 TO REINTEGRATE DISADvANTAGED YOUNGSTERS

▶STřEDNI ČEChY, CZECh REPUBlIC

total cost: 
EUR 1 844 000
EU contribution: 
EUR 464 000 
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it is time to start planning the ex post evaluation of 
the 2007-2013 programming period. the legal require-
ment is for the European commission to complete 
the evaluation by the end of 2015. the directorates 
general for regional and Urban policy and for Employ-
ment and social affairs are co-ordinating a series of 
thematic evaluations looking at various aspects of the 
implementation and impacts of cohesion policy.

For the 20002006 programming period, the Directorate 
General for Regional and Urban Policy carried out a very 
extensive ex post evaluation, involving 19 different work 
packages over a 5 year period, finishing in 2012. This time 
round the exercise will be more concentrated. Some ques
tions raised in the 20002006 evaluation will be explored 
in more depth, while new areas will also be examined. Given 
that the current programming period will not be completed 

as the evaluation is being done, areas of intervention which 
take longer to have an impact (e.g., infrastructure) will 
receive less attention.

Some of the main questions for the evaluation will be:
 ▶What was the impact of the European Regional Develop
ment Fund (ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund? What happened 
to regional policy during the crisis? Did regional policy pro
grammes manage to maintain development investment 
during this time? What does the crisis tell us about the 
strengths of different levels of governance in different 
Member States?
 ▶What does the ERDF support in the areas of SMEs and 
innovation? Are these interventions those which the eco
nomic literature suggests is the most effective? What evi
dence is there of the effects of these interventions?
 ▶Does the ERDF support large enterprises? If so, to do what 
and what is the impact?

▶ Ex Post EvAlUATioN
oF cohESioN PolicY, 
2007-2013 

  WhAT CAN WE lEARN FROM EvAlUATING  
ThE IMPlEMENTATION OF ThE POlICY  
IN A TIME OF CRISIS?
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 ▶What is the rationale for and what are the early outcomes 
of venture capital schemes set up with support from the 
ERDF? What are the costs?
 ▶Which transport and environmental infrastructures have 
been built with support from the Structural Funds? Are 
they likely to be financially sustainable, based on past 
experience?
 ▶how have the Structural Funds invested in energy effi
ciency and what have the impacts been? Which Member 
States have been successful and why and what obstacles 
have others faced?
 ▶What is the rationale for investment in tourism, culture, 
natural heritage and creative industries? What are the 
main types of investment and what is the evidence on 
effectiveness?
 ▶What have European Territorial Cooperation Programmes 
achieved, especially in the areas of research, technology 
and innovation, environmental protection and enhance
ment and transport? how have transnational and inter
regional programmes influenced policy development 
across the EU?
 ▶  What strategies for integrated urban development are sup
ported from the Structural Funds? What is the role of 
investment in social infrastructure?

A synthesis report will be produced at the end of 2015 as 
well as thematic reports for each block of the evaluation as 
well as country and regional reports which will be accessible 
through electronic maps.

The methods to be employed will include literature reviews, 
data analysis, case studies, surveys, macro and sectoral eco
nomic models. As a first step, DG Regional and Urban Policy 
has launched an evaluation of the data reported by Managing 

Authorities in their Annual Implementation Reports. This will 
enhance the robustness of the evaluation’s later work pack
ages and will also help those responsible for designing the 
20142020 programmes to improve the quality and reliabil
ity of their monitoring systems.

Contributing to the analysis and the evaluation findings, 
a series of consultations will be held throughout the process 
– with academic experts, with thematic experts, and with 
those responsible for designing and implementing the policy 
across the 28 Member States. Through this dialogue, the 
DG Regional and Urban Policy expects Member States and 
regions to take ownership of evaluation findings and take 
them into account in the 20142020 programmes – which 
will still be at a very early stage of implementation at the 
end of 2015.

The 20002006 ex post evaluation strongly influenced the 
design of the 20142020 programming period. The focus on 
specific objectives – specific to the national or regional con
text, the requirement for result indicators expressing that 
objective with a baseline and target – the use of common 
indicators with agreed definitions, the clarification of the 
roles of monitoring and evaluation, and the requirement 
for Managing Authorities to undertake impact evaluations 
all found their rationale in the findings of the evaluation. 
DG Regional and Urban Policy expects that this ex post eval
uation will provide further insights into how to improve the 
design and the impact of cohesion policy. 

▶ find oUt morE
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/impact/evaluation/
index_en.cfm

Successful ErDF-funded business support projects (left to right):   
research centre for regenerative therapies – Excellence cluster, Saxony, germany; ravensbourne business eco-incubator,  
london, UK; bic granada, part of the incentive programme for innovation and business development, Andalucia, Spain.
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European commission,  
Directorate-general for regional and Urban Policy
communication – Ana-Paula laissy
Avenue de beaulieu 1 – b-1160 brussels
E-mail: regio-panorama@ec.europa.eu
internet: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/index_en.cfm

We would like to hear about cohesion  
policy’s achievements in your region,  

highlighting results and tangible benefits  
for citizens, and your views on preparations  

for the next programming period. 

Selected contributions will be featured  
in the next edition of Panorama magazine. 
Please send your submissions (maximum  

length of 600700 words) to: 
 

regio-panorama@ec.europa.eu

▶AgENDA

7-10 ocTobEr 2013
_Brussels (BE)

oPEN DAYS 2013 

28-29 ocTobEr 2013
_Bucharest (RO)

2nd Annual Forum 
of the EU Strategy for 
the Danube region

8 NovEMbEr 2013
_Brussels (BE)

regions as Motors of New 
growth through Smart 
Specialisation

9-10 DEcEMbEr 2013
_Brussels (BE)

conference  
‘Telling the story’ 

6-7 FEbrUArY 2014 
_Athens (El)

conference on EU Strategy 
for the Adriatic and ionian 
region

31 MArch 2014
_Brussels (BE)

regioStars

More information on these events can be found  
in the Agenda section of the Inforegio website:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/ 
conferences/agenda/index_en.cfm

▶
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